I Will Use My Vote
A VOTING PLEDGE

✔️ I PLEDGE to check my state’s deadline and double check that I’m registered to vote at my current address, and I will remind five others to do it, too...

**BECAUSE** most states do not have same-day voter registration.

✔️ I PLEDGE to check my state’s laws and ensure I have the identification I need to vote in my district, and I will remind five others to do the same...

**BECAUSE** many voter-ID laws have changed since the last election.

✔️ I PLEDGE to make an election-day plan and ask five others to do the same...

**BECAUSE** people who plan what time they’ll vote and the route they’ll take are more likely to turn up at the polls on election day.

Because I care about the future, I will use my vote.

Signed, __________________________________________

_________________________________________  __________________________
Name                                      Date